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GIS and Remote Sensing Applications in Biogeography and
Ecology
In recent years, the conservation of tropical forests has received worldwide
publicity whereas effective forest management, particularly for timber extraction,
has attracted little attention and gained some notoriety. The overall aim of the
present paper was to examine how environmental micro-variation in the Chiquibul
Forest Reserve of Belize can influence species distribution and thereby inform
management strategy. The paper deals first with the background to forest
management in Belize, then considers the methodology used in the present study
and fin~~ly assesses the preliminary results. The specific objectives are: (1) to
assess the effects of changing scale on the variability of selected individual soil
properties in forest plots within the same vegetation class; and (2) to examine the
variation in soil properties and tree species distribution, and to integrate
environmental and ecological data over a range of scales. BACKGROUND Whereas
the global and regional distribution of tropical forests is broadly governed by
climatic and altitudinal variation, individual forest tracts need to consider a range
of other, locally important factors to explain species distribution and change. With
very high species diversity, tropical forests present a major challenge in the
attempt to unravel controlling factors in distribution and growth (Swaine et aI.
1987). Research that attempts to explain diversity has looked at species
distribution according to a range of factors, with a general recognition that soil
fertility plays a significant if ill defined role (Swaine 1996).
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Spatial Ecology Patterns and Processes
Landscape Ecological Applications in Man-Influenced Areas not only expands the
concept of landscape ecology, but also applies its principles to man-influenced
ecosystems. New dimensions of landscape ecological research in a global change
such as urbanization, biodiversity, and land transformation are explored in this
book. The book also includes case studies concerning landscape analysis and
evaluation using spatial analysis and landscape modelling for establishing
sustainable management strategy in urban and agricultural landscapes.

Applications of Spatial Statistics
Covering a wide range of disciplines, this book explains the formulae, techniques,
and methods used in field ecology. By providing an awareness of the statistical
foundation for existing methods, the book will make biologists more aware of the
strengths and possible weaknesses of procedures employed, and statisticians more
appreciative of the needs of the field ecologist. Unique to this book is a focus on
ecological data for single-species populations, from sampling through modeling.
Examples come from real situations in pest management, forestry, wildlife biology,
plant protection, and environmental studies, as well as from classical ecology. All
those using this book will acquire a strong foundation in the statistical methods of
modern ecological research. This textbook is for late undergraduate and graduate
students, and for professionals.

Temporal and Spatial Regulation of Plant Genes
Our living environment continuously changes in space and time. This book explains
how to capture and assess these changes through the relevant statistical
framework. It is a useful guide to students, teachers and researchers in the fields
of biology, ecology and environmental science. Codes on the accompanying CDROM aid analyses.

Point Pattern Analysis
Populationen und ihre Dynamik.

Spatial Pattern Analysis in Plant Ecology
Spacial Ecology elucidates processes and mechanisms which structure dynamics of
real world systems; these include lakes, ponds, forests and rivers. Readers are
introduced to contemporary models in ecological literature based on the author’s
research experience. The e-book starts by presenting an introduction to basic
mechanisms of ecological processes. This is followed by chapters explaining these
processes responsible for generating observed spatial patterns in detail. The ebook concludes with a chapter on water quality management and its relevance to
the spatial setting in a wetland area. This text in spatial ecology is a welcome
resource for readers interested in models, methods and methodologies best suited
for the study of advanced ecology courses and topics related to ecosystem
structure, function and habitat fragmentation.
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Spatial Modeling in GIS and R for Earth and Environmental
Sciences
The Encyclopedia of GIS provides a comprehensive and authoritative guide,
contributed by experts and peer-reviewed for accuracy, and alphabetically
arranged for convenient access. The entries explain key software and processes
used by geographers and computational scientists. Major overviews are provided
for nearly 200 topics: Geoinformatics, Spatial Cognition, and Location-Based
Services and more. Shorter entries define specific terms and concepts. The
reference will be published as a print volume with abundant black and white art,
and simultaneously as an XML online reference with hyperlinked citations, crossreferences, four-color art, links to web-based maps, and other interactive features.

Statistical Analysis and Modelling of Spatial Point Patterns
Boots and Getis provide a concise explanation of point pattern analysis - a series of
techniques for identifying patterns of clustering or regularity in a set of
geographical locations. They discuss quadrat and distance methods of
measurement, and consider the problems associated with these methods. The
authors also outline and compare other measures of arrangement, suggesting
when these techniques should be used.

Statistical Ecology
Spatial Modeling in GIS and R for Earth and Environmental Sciences offers an
integrated approach to spatial modelling using both GIS and R. Given the
importance of Geographical Information Systems and geostatistics across a variety
of applications in Earth and Environmental Science, a clear link between GIS and
open source software is essential for the study of spatial objects or phenomena
that occur in the real world and facilitate problem-solving. Organized into clear
sections on applications and using case studies, the book helps researchers to
more quickly understand GIS data and formulate more complex conclusions. The
book is the first reference to provide methods and applications for combining the
use of R and GIS in modeling spatial processes. It is an essential tool for students
and researchers in earth and environmental science, especially those looking to
better utilize GIS and spatial modeling. Offers a clear, interdisciplinary guide to
serve researchers in a variety of fields, including hazards, land surveying, remote
sensing, cartography, geophysics, geology, natural resources, environment and
geography Provides an overview, methods and case studies for each application
Expresses concepts and methods at an appropriate level for both students and
new users to learn by example

Statistical Analysis of Spatial Point Patterns
A review and evaluation of the analysis methods for studying spatial pattern in
vegetation.

An Introduction to R for Spatial Analysis and Mapping
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This is a new edition of the accessible and student-friendly 'how to' for anyone
using R for the first time, for use in spatial statistical analysis, geocomputation and
digital mapping. The authors, once again, take readers from ‘zero to hero’,
updating the now standard text to further enable practical R applications in GIS,
spatial analyses, spatial statistics, web-scraping and more. Revised and updated,
each chapter includes: example data and commands to explore hands-on; scripts
and coding to exemplify specific functionality; self-contained exercises for students
to work through; embedded code within the descriptive text. The new edition
includes detailed discussion of new and emerging packages within R like sf, ggplot,
tmap, making it the go to introduction for all researchers collecting and using data
with location attached. This is the introduction to the use of R for spatial statistical
analysis, geocomputation, and GIS for all researchers - regardless of discipline collecting and using data with location attached.

Handbook of Spatial Point-Pattern Analysis in Ecology
A central goal of biology is to decode the mechanisms that underlie the processes
of morphogenesis and pattern formation. Concerned with the analysis of those
phenomena, this book integrates experimental and theoretical aspects of biology
for the construction and investigation of models of complex processes. It offers an
interdisciplinary approach to the pattern formation problems and provides a scope
of forthcoming integrated biology including experiments and theories.

Spatial Analysis
In a contribution (Bartlett, 1971 a) to the Symposium on Statistical Ecology at Yale
in 1969, I noted in my introductory remarks that that paper was not intended to be
in any way a review of statistical techniques for analysing spatial patterns. My
contribution to a conference at Sheffield in 1973 aimed, at least in part, to supply
such a review and forms the basis of this monograph; but in these prefatory
remarks I must still make clear what I decided to discuss, and what I have omitted.
Broadly speaking, the coverage is that included in seminars and lectures I have
given on this theme since 1969. We may divide problems of spatial pattern (in
contrast with complete random chaos) into (i) detecting departures from
randomness, Oi) analysing such departures when detected, for example, in relation
to some stochastic model and (iii) special problems which require separate
consideration; for example, sophisticated problems of pattern recognition in
specific fields, such as the computer reading of handwriting or recognition of
chromosomes.

Encyclopedia of GIS
First attempts to isolate plant genes were for those genes that are abun dantly
expressed in a particular plant organ at a specific stage of devel opment. However,
many important gene products are produced in a very minute quantity and in
specialized cell types. Such genes can now be isolated using a variety of
approaches, some of which are described in this volume. The rapid progress during
the last decade in regeneration of a number of crop plants and the availability of
molecular tools to introduce foreign genes in plants is allowing the engineering of
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specific traits of agri cultural importance. These genes must, however, be
regulated in a spatial and temporal manner in order to have desired effects on
plant devel opment and productivity. The habitat of plants necessitate adaptive
responses with respect to the environmental changes. Starting from germination of
the seed, the plant begins to sense environmental cues such as moisture, light,
temperature and the presence of pathogens, and begins to respond to them. Little
is known about various signal transduction pathways that lead to biochemical and
morphogenetic responses, in particular, transition from vegetative to reproductive
phase. With the availability of tools to generate specific mutations via transposon
tagging, identification and isolation of genes affecting these processes may be
facilitated. Transfer of these genes into heterologous environments will allow
understanding of the complex processes that control plant development.

Banded Vegetation Patterning in Arid and Semiarid
Environments
The spatial and temporal dimensions of ecological phenomena have always been
inherent in the conceptual framework of ecology, but only recently have they been
incorporated explicitly into ecological theory, sampling design, experimental
design and models. Statistical techniques for spatial analysis of ecological data are
burgeoning and many ecologists are unfamiliar with what is available and how the
techniques should be used correctly. This book gives an overview of the wide
range of spatial statistics available to analyse ecological data, and provides advice
and guidance for graduate students and practising researchers who are either
about to embark on spatial analysis in ecological studies or who have started but
are unsure how to proceed. Only a basic understanding of statistics is assumed
and many schematic illustrations are given to complement or replace
mathematical technicalities, making the book accessible to ecologists wishing to
enter this important and fast-growing field for the first time.

Spatial Ecology
This manual offers foresters information to help them understand the performance
of spruce seedlings after being planted on a reforestation site. It was written for
university students taking a regeneration silviculture class, and foresters and
researchers who work with spruce species.

Biodiversity and Insect Pests
Issues in Urban Policy and Planning / 2011 Edition is a ScholarlyEditions™ eBook
that delivers timely, authoritative, and comprehensive information about Urban
Policy and Planning. The editors have built Issues in Urban Policy and Planning:
2011 Edition on the vast information databases of ScholarlyNews.™ You can
expect the information about Urban Policy and Planning in this eBook to be deeper
than what you can access anywhere else, as well as consistently reliable,
authoritative, informed, and relevant. The content of Issues in Urban Policy and
Planning: 2011 Edition has been produced by the world’s leading scientists,
engineers, analysts, research institutions, and companies. All of the content is from
peer-reviewed sources, and all of it is written, assembled, and edited by the editors
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at ScholarlyEditions™ and available exclusively from us. You now have a source
you can cite with authority, confidence, and credibility. More information is
available at http://www.ScholarlyEditions.com/.

Ecophysiology of Northern Spruce Species
Spatial Ecology addresses the fundamental effects of space on the dynamics of
individual species and on the structure, dynamics, diversity, and stability of
multispecies communities. Although the ecological world is unavoidably spatial,
there have been few attempts to determine how explicit considerations of space
may alter the predictions of ecological models, or what insights it may give into the
causes of broad-scale ecological patterns. As this book demonstrates, the spatial
structure of a habitat can fundamentally alter both the qualitative and quantitative
dynamics and outcomes of ecological processes. Spatial Ecology highlights the
importance of space to five topical areas: stability, patterns of diversity, invasions,
coexistence, and pattern generation. It illustrates both the diversity of approaches
used to study spatial ecology and the underlying similarities of these approaches.
Over twenty contributors address issues ranging from the persistence of
endangered species, to the maintenance of biodiversity, to the dynamics of hosts
and their parasitoids, to disease dynamics, multispecies competition, population
genetics, and fundamental processes relevant to all these cases. There have been
many recent advances in our understanding of the influence of spatially explicit
processes on individual species and on multispecies communities. This book
synthesizes these advances, shows the limitations of traditional, non-spatial
approaches, and offers a variety of new approaches to spatial ecology that should
stimulate ecological research.

Spatial Data Analysis in Ecology and Agriculture Using R
Spatial point processes are mathematical models used to describe and analyse the
geometrical structure of patterns formed by objects that are irregularly or
randomly distributed in one-, two- or three-dimensional space. Examples include
locations of trees in a forest, blood particles on a glass plate, galaxies in the
universe, and particle centres in samples of material. Numerous aspects of the
nature of a specific spatial point pattern may be described using the appropriate
statistical methods. Statistical Analysis and Modelling of Spatial Point Patterns
provides a practical guide to the use of these specialised methods. The applicationoriented approach helps demonstrate the benefits of this increasingly popular
branch of statistics to a broad audience. The book: Provides an introduction to
spatial point patterns for researchers across numerous areas of application Adopts
an extremely accessible style, allowing the non-statistician complete
understanding Describes the process of extracting knowledge from the data,
emphasising the marked point process Demonstrates the analysis of complex
datasets, using applied examples from areas including biology, forestry, and
materials science Features a supplementary website containing example datasets.
Statistical Analysis and Modelling of Spatial Point Patterns is ideally suited for
researchers in the many areas of application, including environmental statistics,
ecology, physics, materials science, geostatistics, and biology. It is also suitable for
students of statistics, mathematics, computer science, biology and geoinformatics.
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Spatiotemporal Processes of Plant Phenology
This volume examines the interactions between plants and microorganisms located
on plant surfaces, exploring their possible biotechnological applications.
Interactions of microbial communities with plants are illustrated by experimental
studies of typical symbiosis. Topics include signaling within a symbiosis, molecular
differences between symbiotic and pathogenic microorganisms, and the role of
microorganisms in the development of plants.

The Interpretation of Ecological Data
-- Ecology

Morphogenesis and Pattern Formation in Biological Systems
A ground-up approach to explaining dynamic spatialmodelling for an
interdisciplinary audience. Across broad areas of the environmental and social
sciences,simulation models are an important way to study systemsinaccessible to
scientific experimental and observational methods,and also an essential
complement to those more conventionalapproaches. The contemporary research
literature is teemingwith abstract simulation models whose presentation
ismathematically demanding and requires a high level of knowledge ofquantitative
and computational methods and approaches. Furthermore, simulation models
designed to represent specificsystems and phenomena are often complicated, and,
as a result,difficult to reconstruct from their descriptions in theliterature. This book
aims to provide a practical andaccessible account of dynamic spatial modelling,
while alsoequipping readers with a sound conceptual foundation in thesubject, and
a useful introduction to the wide-rangingliterature. Spatial Simulation: Exploring
Pattern and Process isorganised around the idea that a small number of spatial
processesunderlie the wide variety of dynamic spatial models. Its centralfocus on
three ‘building-blocks’ of dynamic spatialmodels – forces of attraction and
segregation, individualmobile entities, and processes of spread – guides the
readerto an understanding of the basis of many of the complicated modelsfound in
the research literature. The three building block modelsare presented in their
simplest form and are progressivelyelaborated and related to real world process
that can berepresented using them. Introductory chapters cover
essentialbackground topics, particularly the relationships between pattern,process
and spatiotemporal scale. Additional chaptersconsider how time and space can be
represented in more complicatedmodels, and methods for the analysis and
evaluation of models.Finally, the three building block models are woven together in
amore elaborate example to show how a complicated model can beassembled
from relatively simple components. To aid understanding, more than 50 specific
models described inthe book are available online at patternandprocess.org
forexploration in the freely available Netlogo platform. Thisbook encourages
readers to develop intuition for the abstract typesof model that are likely to be
appropriate for application in anyspecific context. Spatial Simulation: Exploring
Patternand Process will be of interest to undergraduate and graduatestudents
taking courses in environmental, social, ecological andgeographical disciplines.
Researchers and professionals whorequire a non-specialist introduction will also
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find this book aninvaluable guide to dynamic spatial simulation.

Impacts of Water Diversion on Biotic Communities of a River in
a Dune Watershed
Spatial data analysis has seen explosive growth in recent years. Both in
mainstream statistics and econometrics as well as in many applied ?elds, the
attention to space, location, and interaction has become an important feature of
scholarly work. The methodsdevelopedto dealwith
problemsofspatialpatternrecognition,spatialau- correlation, and spatial
heterogeneity have seen greatly increased adoption, in part due to the availability
of user friendlydesktopsoftware. Throughhis theoretical and
appliedwork,ArthurGetishasbeena majorcontributing?gureinthisdevelopment. In
this volume, we take both a retrospective and a prospective view of the ?eld. We
use the occasion of the retirement and move to emeritus status of Arthur Getis to
highlight the contributions of his work. In addition, we aim to place it into
perspective in light of the current state of the art and future directions in spatial
data analysis. To this end, we elected to combine reprints of selected classic
contributions by
Getiswithchapterswrittenbykeyspatialscientists.Thesescholarswerespeci?cally
invited to react to the earlier work by Getis with an eye toward assessing its
impact, tracing out the evolution of related research, and to re?ect on the future
broadening of spatial analysis. The organizationof the book follows four main
themes in Getis’ contributions: • Spatial analysis • Pattern analysis • Local
statistics • Applications For each of these themes, the chapters provide a historical
perspective on early methodological developments and theoretical insights,
assessments of these c- tributions in light of the current state of the art, as well as
descriptions of new techniques and applications.

Spatio-Temporal Heterogeneity
This second edition provides authoritative guidance on research methodology for
plant population ecology. Practical advice is provided to assist senior
undergraduates and post-graduate students, and all researchers, design their own
field and greenhouse experiments and establish a research programme in plant
population ecology.

Scaling Relations in Experimental Ecology
Perspectives on Spatial Data Analysis
This book deals with phenology, the study of recurring biological life cycle stages,
and especially their timing and relationships with biotic and abiotic forces. Given
the theoretical and methodological innovations involved, the chapters on defining
spatiotemporal patterns of plant phenology and constructing daily temperaturebased temporal/spatial models and process-based regional unified models will be
of particular interest. Helping readers discover and explore plant phenology’s
perspectives in terms of spatiotemporal patterns, processes and mechanisms, the
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book will also equip young scientists and graduate students to understand the
causes of spatiotemporal variation in vegetation seasonality.

Spatial Statistics
Spatial statistics has been widely used in many environmental studies. This book is
a collection of recent studies on applying spatial statistics in subjects such as
demography, transportation, precision agriculture and ecology. Different subjects
require different aspects of spatial statistics. In addition to quantitative statements
from statistics and tests, visualization in forms of maps, drawings, and images are
provided to illustrate the relationship between data and locations. This book will be
valuable to researchers who are interested in applying statistics to spatial data, as
well as graduate students who know statistics and want to explore how it can be
applied to spatial data. With the processing part being simplified to several mouse
clicks by commercial software, one should pay more attention to justification of
using spatial statistics, as well as interpretation and assessment of the results.
GIScience proves to be a useful tool in visualization of spatial data, and such useful
technology should be utilized, as part, for the interpretation and assessment of the
results.

Measuring Plant Diversity
Aerial photography has revealed the striking, widespread phenomenon of
repeating patterns of vegetation in more arid areas of the world. Two
interdependent phases, bands of dense and sparse vegetation, alternate in the
landscape. This volume synthesizes half a century's accumulated knowledge of
both theoretical and applied landscape function from a variety of these regions. It
covers structure, dynamics, and methods of study, as well as disturbances to these
landscapes and relevant management issues. Various chapters discuss the role of
modeling in answering questions about the origins and complex processes of
banded landscapes.

Handbook of Spatial Point-Pattern Analysis in Ecology
Understand How to Analyze and Interpret Information in Ecological Point
PatternsAlthough numerous statistical methods for analyzing spatial point patterns
have been available for several decades, they haven't been extensively applied in
an ecological context. Addressing this gap, Handbook of Spatial Point-Pattern
Analysis in Ecology shows how the t

Plant Surface Microbiology
Proceedings of the symposium of the Working-Group for Theoretical Vegetation
Science of the International Association for Vegetation Science held in Vienna, July
4-11, 1988

Methods in Comparative Plant Population Ecology
This volume highlights recent advances that have contributed to our understanding
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of spatial patterns and scale issues in microbial ecology. The book brings together
research conducted at a range of spatial scales (from μm to km) and in a variety of
different types of environments. These topics are addressed in a quantitative
manner, and a primer on statistical methods is included. In soil ecosystems, both
bacteria and fungi are discussed.

Alpine Biodiversity in Europe
Ecologists interested in assessing landscapes and ecosystems must measure
biomass, cover, and the density or frequency of various key species. Recently,
sampling designs for measuring species richness and diversity, patterns of plant
diversity, species-environment relationships, and species distributions have
become fine-grained, as it has become increasingly important to accurately map
and assess rare species for conservation. This book lays out the range of current
methods for mapping and measuring species diversity, for field ecologists,
resource managers, conservation biologist, and students, as a tool kit for future
measurements of plant diversity.

Weed Technology
Assuming no prior knowledge of R, Spatial Data Analysis in Ecology and Agriculture
Using R provides practical instruction on the use of the R programming language to
analyze spatial data arising from research in ecology and agriculture. Written in
terms of four data sets easily accessible online, this book guides the reader
through the analysis of each data set, including setting research objectives,
designing the sampling plan, data quality control, exploratory and confirmatory
data analysis, and drawing scientific conclusions. Based on the author’s spatial
data analysis course at the University of California, Davis, the book is intended for
classroom use or self-study by graduate students and researchers in ecology,
geography, and agricultural science with an interest in the analysis of spatial data.

Spatial Simulation
The United Nations Conference on the Environment and Development (UNCED),
held in Rio de Janeiro in 1992, spawned a multitude of pro grammes aimed at
assessing, managing and conserving the earth's biological diversity. One important
issue addressed at the conference was the mountain environment. A specific
feature of high mountains is the so-called alpine zone, i. e. the treeless regions at
the uppermost reaches. Though covering only a very small proportion of the land
surface, the alpine zone contains a rela tively large number of plants, animals,
fungi and microbes which are specifi cally adapted to cold environments. This zone
contributes fundamentally to the planet's biodiversity and provides many
resources for mountain dwelling as well as lowland people. However, rapid and
largely man-made changes are affecting mountain ecosystems, such as soil
erosion, losses of habitat and genetic diversity, and climate change, all of which
have to be addressed. As stated in the European Community Biodiversity Strategy,
"the global scale of biodiversity reduction or losses and the interdependence of
different species and ecosystems across national borders demands concerted
international action". Managing biodiversity in a rational and sustainable way
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needs basic knowledge on its qualitative and quantitative aspects at local, regional
and global scales. This is particularly true for mountains, which are distributed
throughout the world and are indeed hot spots of biodiversity in absolute terms as
well as relative to the surrounding lowlands.

Issues in Urban Policy and Planning: 2011 Edition
Understand How to Analyze and Interpret Information in Ecological Point
PatternsAlthough numerous statistical methods for analyzing spatial point patterns
have been available for several decades, they haven't been extensively applied in
an ecological context. Addressing this gap, Handbook of Spatial Point-Pattern
Analysis in Ecology shows how the t

Diversity and Pattern in Plant Communities
Landscape Ecological Applications in Man-Influenced Areas
Biodiversity offers great potential for managing insect pests. Itprovides resistance
genes and anti-insect compounds; a huge rangeof predatory and parasitic natural
enemies of pests; and communityecology-level effects operating at the local and
landscape scalesto check pest build-up. This book brings together world leaders
intheoretical, methodological and applied aspects to provide acomprehensive
treatment of this fast-moving field. Chapter authors from Europe, Asia, Africa,
Australasia and theAmericas ensure a truly international scope. Topics range
fromscientific principles, innovative research methods, ecologicaleconomics and
effective communication to farmers, as well as casestudies of successful use of
biodiversity-based pest managementsome of which extend over millions of
hectares or are enshrined asgovernment policy. Written to be accessible to
advanced undergraduates whilst alsostimulating the seasoned researcher, this
work will help unlock thepower of biodiversity to deliver sustainable insect
pestmanagement. Visit spanstyle="font-family: "Calibri","sans-serif"; font-size:
11pt; mso-fareast-font-family: SimSun; mso-fareast-theme-font: minor-fareast; msoansi-language: EN-US; mso-fareast-language: ZH-CN; mso-bidi-language:
TH;"www.wiley.com/go/gurr/biodiversity toaccess the artwork from the book./span

The Spatial Distribution of Microbes in the Environment
A detailed introduction to the methods used by ecologists--classification and
ordination--to clarify and interpret large, unwieldy masses of multivariate field
data. Permits ecologists to understand, not just mechanically use, pre-packaged
programs for multivariate analysis. Demonstrates these techniques using artificial
data simple enough for every analytical step to be understood.

The Statistical Analysis of Spatial Pattern
This is a new edition of the classic monograph, published in 1983, that described
those statistical methods that are used to analyse spatial data. This edition has
been entirely updated with the latest developments in the analysis of spatial data
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which have grown to become a large area of concern in environmental and
epidemiological research. There is a website connected with the volume that
contains additional data sets and a new chapter on spatial epidemiology. It is
appropriate for graduate level statisticians in various disciplines.

Progress in theoretical vegetation science
The Wiley-Interscience Paperback Series consists of selected booksthat have been
made more accessible to consumers in an effort toincrease global appeal and
general circulation. With these newunabridged softcover volumes, Wiley hopes to
extend the lives ofthese works by making them available to future generations
ofstatisticians, mathematicians, and scientists. "Books such as this that bring
together, clarify, and summarizerecent research can lead to a great increase of
interest in thearea. . . . a major achievement in describing many aspects ofspatial
data and discussing, with examples, different methods ofanalysis." –Royal
Statistical Society "Dr. Ripley’s book is an excellent survey of the spatialstatistical
methodology. It is very well illustrated with examples[that] give a clear view of the
wide scope of the subject, the wayin which techniques often have to be tailored to
particularapplications, and the different sorts of spatial data thatarise." –The
Bulletin of the London Mathematics Society Spatial Statistics provides a
comprehensive guide to theanalysis of spatial data. Each chapter covers a
particular dataformat and the associated class of problems, introducing
theory,giving computational suggestions, and providing examples. Methodsare
illustrated by computer-drawn figures. The book serves as anintroduction to this
rapidly growing research area formathematicians and statisticians, and as a
reference to newcomputer methods for researchers in ecology, geology,
archaeology,and the earth sciences.
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